
JTAS-12-DX, 12" XACTA® SAW,
5HP 1PH
708546PK

With a riving knife and 80” of solid cast iron work surface, this saw will see you
through all your projects. The weight of this machine ensures stability for smooth

cutting operation. The JTAS-12-DX also features a maximum rip of 14” left of the
blade, giving you more capacity. Dust collection is improved thanks to a collection

shroud around the blade and an integrated hose. All of this is backed by JET’s
industry-leading 5-year warranty and knowledgeable customer service

professionals.

40-1/2” fence provides greater stability and better support when ripping

80” of solid cast iron provides a massive work surface

Collection shroud around the blade and integrated hose improve dust collection

External tool storage for the fence and miter gauge

Integrated arbor lock is accessed from table top for rapid blade change

Poly V-Belt increases efficiency and reduces slipping and vibration

Removal of blade guard, pawls and riving knife takes only seconds

Riving knife maintains close blade proximity to reduce chance of kickback

FEATURES

JET RED ASSURANCE 5-YEAR WARRANTY
JET warrants every product it sells. If one of our tools needs service or repair, one of our Authorized Service Centers located throughout the United States can give you quick service. In most

cases, any of these JPW Industries Authorized Service Centers can authorize warranty repair, assist you in obtaining parts, or perform routine maintenance and major repair on your JET

tools. For the name of an Authorized Service Center in your area call 1-800-274-6848.



JTAS-12-DX, 12" XACTA® SAW,
5HP 1PH
708546PK

Blade Diameter (In.) 12

Style (Type) Cabinet

Arbor Diameter (In.) 1

Maximum Depth of Cut (In.) 4

Maximum Diameter of Dado (In.) 8

Table Size (L x W) (In.) 31-1/2 x 24

Maximum Rip Right of Blade (In.) 50

Maximum Rip Left of Blade (In.) 14

Maximum Width of Dado (In.) 13/16

Table Type Cast Iron

Motor Power (HP) 5

Miter Gauge Type T-Slot with Stops

Dust Collection Minimum CFM Required (CFM) 350

Dust Port Outside Diameter (In.) 4

Motor Voltage (V.) 230

Prewired Voltage (V.) 230

Motor Amps 20

SPECIFICATIONS


